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PARTS OF PRESENTATION

1. Context – Canada’s Colonial Constitution (1867 & 
1982)
2. Burden of Proof – Legal Tests
3. Framework for Self-Determination Plan
4. Developing a Community Research Plan
5. Conclusion



From British to 
Canadian 
Colonialism
Constitution 
Act 1867



Early European Contact & Change
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Origin of Canada

Canada bases its territorial integrity and 
assertion of sovereignty over Indigenous 
Nations by continuing to rely on the 
racist and outdated notions of Terra 
Nullius (in Quebec) and the Doctrine of 
Discovery (Rest of Canada). 



ROYAL PROCLAMATION OF 1763



Royal 
Proclamation of 
1763 & French, 
Spanish, Russian 
Claims of 
Territory



War of 1812



FATHERS OF COLONIZATION
FIRST LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY JULY 1, 1867



Canada: 
Government 
Hierarchy



Canada at 
Confederation



1870 
Purchase of 
Rupert’s Land 
From HBC 
Enlarging NWT



The 
Numbered 
Treaties in 
Canada

In 1870, after nearly 200 years of control, the HBC sold the 
Rupert's Land Charter to Canada. Through this transfer, 
Canada took full control of all resources in the now 
renamed Northwest Territories. 

Treaties 1 to 7, were concluded between 1871 and 1877 
were followed by “taking up” lands of the Northwest 
Territories up to agricultural settlement, the construction 
of the railway linking British Columbia to Ontario, and 
were used by Canada to claim lands north of the border 
with the United States. After a 22 year gap, treaty making 
resumed between 1899 and 1921 to facilitate access to 
the natural resources in Northern Canada. 





INDIAN 
ACT -
1876



Indian Act

The Indian Act has conflicting and parallel 
objectives: 

the protection of Indians and their lands on the 
one hand, 

and the control, assimilation and civilization of 
Indian peoples on the other.



Canada’s 
Pass 
System 
1885 –
1940’s



LEGACY OF TRUDEAU & CHRETIEN



1969 WHITE 
PAPER ON 
INDIAN POLICY



1969 White Paper Proposals

Eliminate

Eliminate Indian 
Status.

Dissolve

Dissolve the 
Department of 
Indian Affairs 
within 5 years.

Abolish

Abolish the Indian 
Act & remove 
section 91.24 from 
constitution.

Convert

Convert reserve 
land to private 
property that can 
be sold by the 
band or its 
members.

Transfer

Transfer 
responsibility for 
Indian Affairs from 
the federal 
government to 
the province and 
integrate these 
services into those 
provided to other 
Canadian 
citizens.

Provide

Provide funding 
for economic 
development.

Appoint

Appoint a 
commissioner to 
address 
outstanding land 
claims and 
gradually 
terminate existing 
Treaties.



SELF-GOVERNMENT 
VS. 
SELF-DETERMINATION

1983 FIRST MINISTER’S CONFERENCE



CONSTITUTION ACT 1982



SECTION 35 & SEC. 37 FMC’S
CONSTITUTION ACT 1982

 S. 35 was only included in constitution due to pressure from Aboriginal 
groups along with public support.

 S. 35 was re‐introduced into draft constitution with the word “existing” 
added to the clause at the insistence of Western Premiers. The intent was 
to limit or restrict future interpretations of the clause.

 35. (1) “The existing aboriginal and treaty rights of the aboriginal peoples 
of Canada are hereby recognized and affirmed.” [emphasis added]

 S. 37 provided for a First Ministers’ Constitutional Conference on Aboriginal 
Matters within 1 year of the constitution coming into force (Held in 1983).



1983 CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT 
PROCLAMATION

 S.37 provided that the purpose of the FMC was to “identification and 
definition” of what rights would be included in the constitution.

 FMC 1983 was held in the spring with representatives of the four National 
Aboriginal Organizations (AFN, ITC, NCC, MNC).

 FMC 1983 agreed on a constitutional amendment that amended section 
35.1 to include section (3) creating a new category of Treaties called “land 
claims agreements” (now called ‘Modern Treaties’) & section (4) confirming 
Aboriginal & Treaty rights are “guaranteed equally to male and female 
persons.”

 FSC 1983 also provided for further FMC’s on Aboriginal Matters, which were 
held in 1984, 1985 and 1987.



1980’S FMC’S ON ABORIGINAL MATTERS

 The amended s. 37 process changed from explicitly identifying and 
defining what rights would be included in the constitution to merely 
discussing “agenda matters that directly affect the aboriginal peoples of 
Canada”.

 Despite having a number of agenda items, the amended s. 37 process 
focused on whether the right to self‐government was an inherent right vs. a 
contingent right, subject to Crown agreement.

 The FMC’s ended in 1987 without any agreement between the four 
National Aboriginal Organizations and First Minister’s.



SINCE 1990 SCC HAS DEFINED SECTION 35 
THROUGH CASE LAW



Canada’s Constitutional Framework
1867 & 1982 Constitutions 

Section 91.24
Use Federal Colonial, 

Authority & Control over 
“Indians & Lands Reserved for 
Indians” to Dissolve Dept. of 

Indian Affairs & Create 2 New 
Dept’s.

Section 35
To Impose a “New 

Relationship” Through a 
Unilateral Federal Definition & 

Interpretation of 
“Recognition” of “Existing 
Aboriginal & Treaty Rights” 



Burden of Proof - Legal 
Tests for Aboriginal Rights 

& Title



SCC Aboriginal Rights Test



R. v. Van Der Peet (1996)

 The right must involve an activity that was a “practice, tradition 
or custom [that] was a central and significant part of the 
[Aboriginal] society’s distinctive nature.

 The activity must have existed prior to contact with European 
settlers.

 The activity, even if evolved into modern forms, must be one that 
continued to exist after 1982, when the Constitution Act was 
passed.



1997 Delgamuukw Decision on 
Aboriginal Title

In Delgamuukw, the Supreme Court of Canada elaborated on 
nature of Aboriginal title:

 The right to exclusive use and occupation of the land.
 The right to choose to what uses the land can be put, subject to 

the ultimate limit that those uses cannot destroy the ability of the 
land to sustain future generations of Aboriginal peoples.

 Lands held pursuant to Aboriginal title have an inescapable 
economic component.

31



2004 -
Haida at 
Supreme 
Court of 
Canada



2014 - SCC Tsilhqot’in Decision on 
Aboriginal Title



2014 Tsilhqot’in Decision: Aboriginal Title 
vs. Land Claims

Re-Affirms the principles & tests in previous SCC 
decisions, including Delgamuukw and Haida decisions.

Sets out a framework for “progressive” recognition of 
Aboriginal Title from “assertion” to “establishment”.

Maintains “Doctrine of Discovery” in finding that the 
“radical or underlying title to all the land” acquired by 
Crown.



2014 Tsilhqot’in Decision: Aboriginal Title 
vs. Land Claims

Summary re: Proof of Aboriginal Title.
 [50] The claimant group bears the onus of establishing Aboriginal title. 

The task is to identify how pre-sovereignty rights and interests can 
properly find expression in modern common law terms. In asking 
whether Aboriginal title is established, the general requirements are: (1) 
"sufficient occupation" of the land claimed to establish title at the time 
of assertion of European sovereignty; (2) continuity of occupation 
where present occupation is relied on; and (3) exclusive historic 
occupation. 



Duty to Consult = Strength of Claim & Depth 
of Consultation analysis by Crown Gov’t’s

 STRENGTH OF CLAIM – Crown Departments apply legal tests to any 
consultation/information responses to any proposed project or activity 
on traditional territory from Indian Bands (First Nations) to determine 
how strong a potential for rights may exist in the spectrum of rights.

 DEPTH OF CONSULTATION – Crown Departments after assessing 
strength of claim information/evidence conduct a depth of 
consultation assessment to determine if only a notice is required to 
send to an Indian Band (First Nation) or a strong potential for rights 
exists requiring accommodation measures to the proposed project or 
activity on traditional territory.



CAPACITY BUILDING FOR 
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

 First Nation (bands) need funding to organize internally to manage 
consultation requests from Crown governments and/or Third Parties.

 First Nations need in‐house or outside consultants to provide 
independent technical/scientific advice on natural resource 
management/regional planning issues.

 First Nations need to develop modern methods of keeping track of 
consultations ie. Developing a database to track the status of 
consultations.



Framework for Self-
Determination Plan



UNDRIP ARTICLE 18
THE RIGHT OF SELF-
REPRESENTATION 
(2007 Version)

Article 18
• Indigenous peoples have the 

right to participate in decision-
making in matters which would 
affect their rights, through 
representatives chosen by 
themselves in accordance with 
their own procedures, as well 
as to maintain and develop 
their own indigenous decision-
making institutions.



Self-Determination Plans
 We are told by governments, and too often by our own leadership, 

that there is no alternative to the cookie-cutter surrender of lands 
and resources provided at the existing government negotiation 
tables. The fact is, we do have another course of action, one that is 
supported by the International laws which recognize all peoples right 
of self-determination.

 My vision is to see First Nations protecting their traditional lands and 
waters by developing and implementing their own Self-
Determination Plans for Community Development and Nationhood 
based on restoration of stolen lands, territories and resources, or 
restitution where lands and resources aren’t returned.



ASSESSING HISTORY, LANGUAGE, CULTURE 
AND INDIGENOUS LAW

 Know your First Nation history, language, culture, customs, 
practices, laws and the treatment of your peoples by 
successive Crown governments (both oral & archival) and 
connection to your territory, lands & resources. This is 
important to show evidence when exercising rights and/or 
responding to challenges from Crown governments/Industry 
regarding their current or planned projects/activities on your 
traditional lands.



ASSESSING COLLECTION OF 
INFORMATION/EVIDENCE

 For decision-making, planning and negotiations support 
regarding traditional territories, First Nations historical 
substantiation & documentation needs to be combined 
with contemporary land & resource management 
information; 1) Resource models & inventories, 2) Obstacles 
from legislative/regulatory/governance frameworks 3) List 
of third parties operating without consent on First Nations 
traditional territory, 4) Identification of alienated lands vs. 
less encumbered lands.



VALUATION OF LANDS & RESOURCES FOR 
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

 Identify some criteria and provide some parameters for attaching a 
value (or range of values) to Aboriginal Title/Historic Treaty lands & 
resources in Canada. Also estimate the value of resources taken out 
of Aboriginal Title/Historic Treaty lands annually (ie., timber, minerals, 
hydro, fish & wildlife, etc.). Assess National, Provincial and Corporate 
accounting practises, assess the impact the reality Aboriginal 
Title/Treaty Rights have on the balance books of major resource 
extraction companies. The existence of Aboriginal Title/Treaty Rights as 
a legal interest stands to affect corporate security of tenure, supply, 
stock valuation, cost of borrowing, etc. Also identify issues Re: 
WTO/NAFTA rules & hidden subsidies/unfair competition, etc.



ASSESSING NEGOTIATION/LITIGATION 
READINESS/SUPPORT

1. Knowledge of Canadian constitutional & international legal/policy 
frameworks of Indigenous, Aboriginal, Treaty & Human Rights and legal 
counsel,
2. an information database (historical & resource management) to 
draw from during negotiations
3. access to an interdisciplinary team of advisors (in-house or 
consultants) for Indigenous Leadership/Peoples and
4. identification of sources of sustained funding,
5. Preparation of litigation and/or international strategies as options.



Developing a 
Community Research 
Plan



Indigenous Cultural/Territorial Landscapes
Baseline Data Collection

1. Use and Occupancy Study
2. Harvest Study
3. Toponym or Place-Name Study
4. Indigenous Knowledge (IK) or Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK) 
Studies 
5. Documentation of Customary/Traditional Laws (and Treaties)
6. Archaeology, written history and ethnography 
7. Genealogy 
8. Alienation Study and State of the Territory Report 
SOURCE: David Carruthers, PlanLab



Living Proof: The 
Essential Data-
Collection Guide 
for Indigenous Use-
and-Occupancy 
Map Surveys (Terry 
Tobias)



Information Management

researchers
government
community knowledge

industry

interest groups

academics

} maps

letters
reports

databases
stories

decision

 interpretation

}



Defending Land & 
Asserting 
Jurisidiction
(Community 
Research & 
Planning Projects -
Mapping the 
“Sufficient, 
Continuous and 
Exclusive” 
Tsilhqot’in Tests)

 1. Community Constitution
 2. Use and Occupancy Mapping
 3. Consultation and Accommodation 

Law
 4. Consultation policies and procedures 

(internal and external)
 5. Consultation tracking and assessment 

tools (putting the cultural data to use)
 6. Identification of priority areas for 

protection (proactive planning, as 
opposed to consultations being 
reactive) - fixed cultural sites and priority 
watersheds

 7. Alienation mapping - knowing who 
has an interest in the Territory and the 
nature of those interests, protocols with 
major players.



Assessment of Rights vs. Impacts

First Nations need to set 
up a consultation 
tracking system.

Connected to the 
consultation tracking 
system should be an 

information 
management system 
that includes a GIS.

First Nations need to 
develop an internal 

consultation procedures 
process and 
procedures.

First Nations need to 
develop an external 
consultation protocol 

process and 
procedures.





Forest Stewardship Council 
7-Step FPIC Process

STEP 1: Identify rights holders and their rights through engagement.
STEP 2: Prepare for further engagement and agree on the scope of the 
FPIC process.
STEP 3: Undertake participatory mapping and impact assessments.
STEP 4: Management activities revised and affected indigenous 
communities informed.
STEP 5: Negotiate an agreement with the affected indigenous 
community on the FPIC proposal.
STEP 6: Verify and formalize the agreement.
STEP 7: Implement and monitor the agreement.



CONCLUSION



CONCLUSION – TAKE ACTION & 
EXERCISE SELF-DETERMINATION

 The exercise and assertion of Inherent Title & Rights and/or historic Treaty Rights is at the 
heart of a strategy. Being a collective right that lies with the Nation and the community, it is 
up to the people themselves to initiate actions which reflect the exercise of their rights to, 
and inherent jurisdiction over, their lands, territories & resources.

 When First Nations exercise their Inherent Title & Rights and/or historic Treaty Rights on the 
ground, it is likely that provincial and/or federal governments will drag First Nations, their 
communiries, and their citizens, into court, probably through injunction proceedings.

 The first step is to organize the People. This starts with the families and community, but if 
possible, First Nation communities should try and work together with other communities at 
the level of an Indigenous Nation using proper spiritual & cultural protocols.

 The next step involves planning and preparation, including the seeking consensus and 
authority from the Community or nation, physical setting, communication, media relations, 
security, interested 3rd parties, etc.



THE END
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